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The U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) lacks personnel with sufficient expertise in assessment and evaluation to meet growing demand. At the time of this writing in late 2014, numerous efforts were afoot to infuse sound assessment principles in doctrine and to expand assessment-related course offerings in the military-academic sector, but these efforts will take time to bear fruit.

This temporary gap extends to the evaluation and assessment of DoD efforts to inform, influence, and persuade. Congressionally mandated reporting requirements in this area have joined other imperatives for improved assessment, but a lack of qualified and experienced evaluation and assessment subject-matter experts (SMEs) continues to impede progress. To help fill this gap, the assessment team at the Joint Information Operations Warfare Center (JIOWC) provides assessment support to the combatant commands and other stakeholders. As part of a broader research effort aimed at improving assessment of efforts to inform, influence, and persuade, the JIOWC assessment team asked RAND to provide a reading list for self-study in this area. This reading list is meant (in the short term) to serve two purposes: first, to provide resources for new personnel on the JIOWC assessment team to cement and broaden their assessment and evaluation expertise, ensuring that they are ready to provide needed SME input to relevant stakeholders, and, second, to provide a general list of assessment resources with relevance to efforts to inform, influence, and persuade that can be made available to assessment stakeholders to support self-study and improve assessment expertise.
Evaluation, Assessment, and Measurement, General Principles

Resources in this section are foundational to assessment and evaluation, drawing on the best principles from academic evaluation research. Even those with years of practical experience conducting assessment should find these materials useful.


This is the single best graduate textbook on evaluation and measurement. If you had to choose only one item on this list to read, this should be it. This book is accessible and comprehensible, yet comprehensive. It is the original source for “the hierarchy of evaluation,” the nested approach to evaluation described in the volumes that accompany this annotated reading list. Of the 12 chapters, the first ten are particularly strong and useful.


This relatively short introductory graduate-level text on evaluation research discusses the different types and purposes of evaluation and demands that evaluation have a purpose—and that purpose is to support decisionmaking. Chapter 1 (“Understanding Evaluation”), chapter 2 (“Quantity and Quality—Paradigmatic Choices in Evaluation Methodology”), and chapter 3 (“Methods of Data Collection”) are particularly valuable; later chapters offer case-study examples from further afield.


Hatry is considered the “pioneer” of methods to measure effectiveness in the public sector. The text provides a great overview of all steps in the evaluation process—from identifying the program’s mission, objectives, customers, and trackable outcomes to finding the best indicators for each outcome, sources of data, and methods to col-
lect them. Note that “performance” in the title is not limited to “measures of performance” versus “measures of effectiveness” (and this is not a distinction the text is overly concerned with); rather, it covers measurement at all levels at which measurement is important.


This doctrinal document is an excellent application of evaluation research principles to the defense context that goes well beyond traditional defense-related approaches. It begins by extolling the importance of assessment, describes challenges to assessment (such as complexity, multiple stakeholders and interests, conflict between subjective and objective measures, and political imperatives), addresses the fundamentals of assessment, and offers step-by-step guidance for assessment design.


This report is a summary of the proceedings of the 2010 stakeholder conference “Evaluating Media’s Impact in Conflict Countries,” held at the Caux Conference Center in Switzerland. It describes the “Caux Principles” developed by the stakeholder participants for improving the evaluation process. The principles are as follows:

1. Expand financial support for evaluation of media interventions in conflict countries.
2. Encourage flexible program and resource designs that are sensitive to changing conflict conditions.
3. Carefully select conflict-specific media indicators.
4. Engage and collaborate with local researchers familiar with conflict conditions.
5. Foster learning, sharing, and collaboration about evaluation.
6. Embed evaluation into the entire project’s life cycle and beyond.
7. Promote realistic evaluation practices.
8. Work to promote greater clarity surrounding evaluation.

Issues related to a lack of transparency, sharing, and incentives for integrity and honesty are key themes throughout the report, including concerns about “survey fatigue.”

Prepared for the 2010 Caux conference on monitoring and evaluating media interventions, this short paper identifies and examines the five social science research methodologies that can be used in monitoring and evaluating higher-level media assistance programs in conflict environments: (1) content analysis, (2) Delphi panels, (3) focus groups, (4) network analysis, and (5) survey research.


This evaluation resource portal organizes more than 200 evaluation options in a seven-cluster framework called the Rainbow Framework (manage, define, frame, describe, understand causes, synthesize, and report and support use). There are many useful materials here, starting with the framework itself.


This book provides a thorough review of the different types of qualitative data, the strengths and weaknesses of qualitative data, and research methods for collecting these data. In addition, it briefly describes a range of approaches to the analysis of qualitative data. Mastering this information would support the collection and use of qualitative data for assessment purposes.

**Identifying and Developing Objectives**

One key assessment principle that emerges in all strong thinking on the subject is the importance of clear objectives. While many of the items in the previous section make this point and offer related advice, this section features a single item almost wholly concerned with this issue.


This sometimes overly academic chapter recognizes that specifying objectives is not always as easy as it seems it should be and offers advice for getting from values to objectives, and for the qualities those objectives should have (complete, nonredundant, concise, specific, and understandable). It also describes a somewhat practical procedure for
working with SMEs and stakeholders to refine objectives, working iteratively between organizational values and specific objectives. Further, the chapter includes a process for developing measures (referred to as “attributes”) for objectives.

**Logic Models and Theories of Change**

Having a theory of change—a set of assumptions or beliefs connecting the specific activities of a program or other effort to its objectives—is foundational for effective assessment. These works elaborate the role of a theory of change and describe a popular way to represent it, the logic model.


Regarded by evaluation experts as a valuable resource for program logic modeling, the text states that “program theory provides a coherent picture of how change occurs and how to improve performance. . . . [This book] shows how to develop, represent, and use program theory . . . to suit your particular situation.”


This excellent and relatively short monograph introduces logic modeling and walks the reader through the process of developing a theory of change logic model for a program.

**Evaluation Capacity Building**

Evaluation capacity building is an intentional process to increase individual motivation, knowledge, and skills to enhance a group or organization’s ability to conduct or use evaluation.


This short article offers a frame and empirical results for operationalizing the evaluation capacity building model using the results-based approach of Getting To Outcomes, which is designed to enhance practitioner capacity. The Getting To Outcomes approach involves ten accountability-related steps, such as assessing needs and resources, setting goals and desired outcomes, and selecting evidence-based practices.

The authors review evolving conceptions of evaluation capacity building and put forward a guiding framework for organizational capacity for evaluation. The framework addresses not only the capacity to do but also the capacity to use evaluation. It covers such topics as utilization and evaluation theory, professional standards of practice, evaluation and organizational learning, and direct versus indirect capacity building.

Traditional Defense Assessment

There is a traditional and doctrinal way to assess military operations. There are many good principles espoused in this tradition, and it should not be overlooked. However, many of the foundational insights of evaluation research have failed to penetrate assessment doctrine. While this is a place to look for enrichment and comprehensiveness, it is not a source for all the answers.


This report provides an excellent summary of best practices in survey research in support of counterinsurgency operations, drawn from the authors’ experience managing the Kandahar Province Opinion Polling (KPOP) program. Lessons learned and recommendations fall into the following categories: polling program initiation, management, and oversight, including the roles and responsibilities of the various organizations involved in the survey program; survey questionnaire formulation and management; survey design and sampling strategy; data analysis; and the presentation and interpretation of results. A classified version of the report includes annexes on the results of the three KPOP polls conducted in 2011.


This handbook offers a useful summary of the traditional military view of assessment, including much of what is taught as assessment in DoD. While the handbook has
many shortcomings (i.e., it skips over practical execution details and misses some of the critical insights from evaluation research), it provides a good foundation.

**Evaluation of Public Communication**

Public communication campaigns are efforts to inform, influence, and persuade, though not traditionally in the defense context. While not perfectly analogous, lessons for the evaluation and assessment of public communication certainly have merit for our purposes.


Valente provides an excellent review of designs and methods used to evaluate the performance and effectiveness of public communication campaigns. Drawing from years of experience conducting evaluations of large health promotion programs in the developing world, the concepts and best practices described in the text are highly relevant to the circumstances that DoD practitioners are likely to encounter in assessing information operations (IO). It is written with the level of detail appropriate for an evaluator with basic training in social science methods. The text includes chapters on theories of influence, techniques for measuring exposure, sampling strategies, statistical analysis, survey design, and issues unique to formative, process, and summative research. It includes detailed examples of survey instruments and other measures from several evaluations led by Valente.


This chapter provides evaluators with guidance for assessing commonly overlooked outcomes of campaigns, whether manifest or latent, intended or unintended. Campaign effectiveness is a multifaceted construct and is increasingly defined using relative rather than absolute standards. The authors make distinctions among various types of campaign effectiveness, including definitional effectiveness (e.g., getting a social phenomenon defined as a social problem or elevating it on the public agenda), contextual effectiveness (e.g., impact within particular contexts such as education versus enforcement versus engineering), cost-effectiveness comparison (e.g., prevention versus treatment, addressing certain problems over others), and programmatic effectiveness (e.g., testing campaign outcomes relative to stated goals and objectives). Further, they note that the phrases *campaign effects* and *campaign effectiveness* have often been used
 interchangeably in evaluation reports, obscuring the fact that some campaigns induce harmful or unintended effects.


This chapter includes sections on the following topics:

- the nature of campaign evaluation
- an evaluation framework that delineates the steps in the evaluation process (needs assessment, formative research, design, data collection, analysis, interpretation, and dissemination)
- summative evaluation research, covering theoretical considerations, study designs, levels of assignment, sample sizes, measures of campaign exposure, and measures of impact.

Valente and Kwan present six evaluation study designs to measure public communication outcomes: (1) postcampaign only; (2) pre- and postcampaign comparison; (3) pre- and postcampaign comparison and postcampaign-only control group; (4) pre- and postcampaign comparison and predetermined control group; (5) pre- and postcampaign comparison, with predetermined control group and post-only intervention group; and (6) Solomon four group. The authors delineate between theory failure and program failure and stress the importance of linking a validated theory to program implementation to avoid instances of theory failure.


This report examines public communication evaluation practices and challenges and includes sections on relevant theory, outcomes, and useful methods for designing evaluations. Coffman distinguishes among four types of evaluation in two broad categories: “front-end” evaluations (formative) and “back-end” evaluations (process, outcome, and impact evaluations). Outcome evaluations measure “effects” that come about in the target population as a result of the campaign and can include the following measures: knowledge/awareness, salience, attitudes, norms, self-efficacy, behavioral intentions, behavior, skills, environmental constraints, media change, and policy change. Effective methods for outcome evaluation include framing analysis and rolling sample surveys. Impact evaluations capture the long-term outcomes of behavior change and system-level outcomes. Impact evaluation methods include repeated measures, staged
implementation, natural variations in treatment, and self-determination of exposure. Chapter 3 (which addresses evaluation challenges and criticisms), chapter 4 (on campaign outcomes, measures, and evaluation methods), and chapter 5 (on opportunities for improving evaluation tools) are particularly useful.

**Evaluation in Public Diplomacy**

Public diplomacy also has a great deal in common with defense efforts to inform, influence, and persuade, along with applicable lessons.


Written by the former diplomat-in-residence at the Annenberg School’s Center on Public Diplomacy at the University of Southern California, this guide offers one of the most comprehensive set of public diplomacy evaluation resources available. Relevant sections include “The Administration of PD [Public Diplomacy] Evaluation,” “The Evaluation Process,” “PD Metrics in the U.S. Government,” “Cultural Programming,” “Information Campaigns and Media Agenda Setting,” “New Media,” “PD and PR: The Private Sector as a Model for PD Practitioners,” and “PD, Polling, and Audience Research.”


This report provides a thorough description of the concepts involved in public diplomacy evaluations, which are applicable to evaluations in other areas, especially the assessment of efforts to inform, influence, and persuade. It briefly discusses logic models, strategic planning, reporting, and research methods. It is a thorough guide that may assist individuals in DoD in the design and implementation of diverse efforts.

**Assessment in Advertising, Marketing, and Public Relations**

Frankly, much of the instructional material on measurement in marketing and public relations is only tangentially useful for the assessment of government efforts to inform, influence, or persuade because of its business/bottom-line focus and its general opacity. There are some good ideas, and some can be translated and applied, but most of the
literature is not directly applicable. There is still material worth reading, but the readings in this section may be given a lower priority.


This traditional marketing measurement text argues, first, that measuring marketing is important to a firm and then discusses measurement practice. This text focuses primarily on showing the monetary value of marketing activities, a metric that makes sense in industry but is much less obviously relevant in government and military contexts.


This volume contains some good insights about data sources and the importance of assessing “squishy” (difficult-to-measure) things based on data. The actual metrics mostly lack defense analogies, however, and can be most appropriately characterized as highly business-focused.


The authors argue that the consensus on standard measures for public relations (PR) performance has been elusive for two main reasons. First, there is a general belief that PR is somehow “different” and thus no standard is applicable, and, second, many communication consultants want to own proprietary or “black box” measures that cannot be independently replicated or tested for reliability and validity. The authors assert that the best approach to developing effective PR measurement includes the acceptance of measures that are valid for determining the impact of PR and research methods and that will produce reliable and replicable results. This means combining *what* one needs to know (standards) with *how* to collect data (best practices).


This article argues that adhering to the “best practices” in PR assessment, measurement, and evaluation can be boiled down to the following three steps:

- setting clear and well-defined research objectives
- applying a rigorous research design that meets the highest standards of research methods and ensures reliable research results
- providing detailed supporting documentation with full transparency.

The author states that how we define what we are measuring determines both how precise we will be in explaining what we have observed and which analytical tools are appropriate for the type of measurement we need.


PR professionals currently rely on nine basic methods of content analysis: clip counting, circulation and readership analysis, advertising value equivalence, simple content analysis, message analysis, tonality analysis, prominence analysis, quality of coverage, and competitive analysis. The authors argue that these traditional methods have fundamental flaws. Instead of relying on these methods, a better approach would be to conduct content analysis to determine the presence of four factors: correct information, incorrect information, misleading information, and omitted information.


An interviewed SME recommended applying the Defining Advertising Goals for Measured Advertising Results framework as presented in this classic work to the assessment of defense efforts to inform, influence, and persuade. This application would involve first developing a model of influence with specific goals, then tying measures to those goals, measuring, and revising. The process is iterative, and one must be ready to revise goals, influence models, and measures based on results. According to the framework, information influences behavior through four steps: awareness, comprehension, conviction, and action.

**Thinking Outside the Box: Truly Different Approaches to Measurement and Assessment**

In addition to sources from the main schools of thought on evaluation and assessment, there are a few cats and dogs worth mentioning. We offer neither of these as “the answer” but simply as additional ways of thinking about the assessment challenge that might be useful in some contexts.


This interesting and insightful book presents a novel paradigm for assessing literally anything. It suggests a totally different way of thinking about measurement: that mea-
measurement is only of value if it improves your ability to make a decision. Focusing on uncertainty and risk, it argues that the value of assessment is to reduce the uncertainty about information on which decisions will be made. It contains two key insights that might help when the cost of a proposed assessment threatens to eclipse its value: (1) sometimes, an objectively poor measurement still decreases uncertainty and improves decisionmaking, and (2) many measurements do not add value because the cost of measuring them is greater than the benefit of reducing uncertainty for that decision.


The authors propose an evolutionary approach to determining what works in strategic communication—an iterative process that keeps what works and adds random variation. On the plus side, it is aimed at strategic communication, so it fits cleanly into the inform, influence, and persuade interest area. On the minus side, it is abstract, not always completely accessible, and not entirely practical. Interesting, regardless.

**Evaluation and Assessment Case Studies and Examples**

The items in this section are often less explicit about the evaluation or assessment principles being followed, but all are practical examples of evaluation or assessment. Further, all are examples from the inform, influence, and persuade domain, though mostly outside the defense sector.


Mares and Pan examine the effects of children’s exposure to international coproductions of *Sesame Street* through a meta-analysis of 24 studies, conducted with more than 10,000 children in 15 countries, predominantly in the developing world. The 24 studies included four experimental designs, seven quasi-experimental designs, and ten cross-sectional or panel surveys. Study results suggest that exposure to the programs significantly enhanced learning outcomes across three categories: cognitive outcomes, learning about the world, and social reasoning and attitudes toward out-groups. The results are “contextualized by considering the effects and reach of the program, relative to other early childhood interventions.” The article is particularly useful to IO evaluators because it describes key elements of each study design. In doing so, it puts
forward a “quality index” to rate the quality of each study in terms of its design and methods—specifically, the extent to which the study included the following:

- random sampling or assignment at the individual level
- multiple indicators for key variables
- reliability assessment for key indexes
- quality control in field operations
- experimental or statistical controls
- a strong basis for causal inferences (panel design, between-group or pre/post experimental design).


This article illustrates the use of structural equation modeling for assessing effects and for teasing out the relative contributions of various mediators of behavioral change associated with communication campaigns in the developing world. Chattarjee and colleagues used data from a survey of 834 sexually active men to assess the influence of exposure to a BBC program on awareness, attitudes, and behaviors toward HIV and AIDS. Respondents were matched based on gender, age, education, and location. Using structural equation modeling, the researchers were able to show that people exposed to the campaign had higher awareness and knowledge of HIV/AIDS-related issues and that knowledge change predicted attitudinal change, which predicted behavioral change.


Gaarder and Annan describe several quasi-experimental and experimental designs used to evaluate World Bank conflict prevention and peacebuilding interventions, including media interventions. Evaluations reviewed include the following:

- A group-based randomized experiment led by Elizabeth Levy Paluck evaluated a reconciliation-themed radio soap opera in Rwanda, which used matched-pair randomization at the level of listening groups. Communities were sampled according to political, regional, and ethnic criteria and then matched into pairs with individuals from a similar community on several observable characteristics, such as gender ratio, quality of dwelling, and education level. Then, “one community in each pair was randomly assigned to the reconciliation program and the other to
the health program. This stratification of sites helped to balance and minimize observable differences between the communities ex ante.”

- A study led by Paluck used randomized pairwise matching within clusters to evaluate the impact of a radio soap opera when aired in conjunction with a talk show that emphasized conflict reduction through community cooperation. Paluck pairwise matched regions and randomly chose one treatment and one control region in each pair. While the radio program was aired in all regions in the experiment, the talk show following the radio show, designed to encourage listener reactions and discussions, was broadcast only in treatment regions. Paluck found that the listeners exposed to the additional talk show did discuss more but were also more likely to become intolerant and less likely to help outcast community members.

- A quasi-experimental evaluation by Michael Gilligan and colleagues exploited a random disruption in program implementation to construct a control group to evaluate the impact of a reintegration program on ex-combatants in Burundi. Three organizations were given contracts to administer the program, but one delayed providing services for a year for reasons apparently unrelated to predictors of effectiveness. To control for potential systematic differences between individuals in the control group, participants in the treatment and control groups were matched on individual characteristics, community characteristics, and propensity scores.


The author describes how to tailor influence campaigns to a foreign audience and how best to evaluate these efforts. The issues examined here are public health concerns, but the evaluation practices are cross-cutting.


This is a straightforward example of an evaluation of a social marketing campaign geared toward a specific audience (gay men) to convince them to take a health precaution (get tested for syphilis). IO assessment could benefit from similar evaluation techniques.

This RAND report evaluates a program designed to help veterans reintegrate back into society after deployment that also includes their families and loved ones in the process. The program aims to reduce the stigma of receiving help for common problems service members experience upon returning home from deployment. The evaluation rated the media and other content of the program on how well they reached their target audience and how they affected veterans’ willingness to seek help, among other measures. The review of the methods used by the campaign, as well as its goals and objectives, might provide an interesting comparison for IO assessment.


This study, prepared for the U.S. Agency for International Development, was the first comprehensive media evaluation ever conducted in Afghanistan. The study endeavored to create a comprehensive picture of Afghan media, the media users, and their preferences and expectations and to measure media impact on public opinion and behavior. Research conducted from March to August 2010 combined quantitative and qualitative methodologies, including a literature review; direct observations; key informant interviews; 6,648 close-ended interviews in 107 districts, covering all of Afghanistan’s 34 provinces; a daily weeklong audience survey of more than 1,500 individuals; approximately 200 qualitative, open-ended interviews; and ten community case studies.


This report presents findings from research conducted for the British Council (the UK’s cultural arm). The research compared the attitudes and self-reported behaviors of those who had contact with or exposure to British Council products and activities with a control group of individuals who did not have that exposure. It found that the amount of contact study participants had directly affected their trust in the UK.

This case-study volume offers examples of effective and ineffective public communication campaigns in developing countries.

**Theories of Influence, Academic**

As noted earlier, one of the foundations of evaluation is the importance of a theory of change. The literature on psychology, social psychology, and the study of influence includes several models of how behaviors and attitudes can be changed. While the connection to assessment is only tangential, being better informed about possible models for understanding influence will support better articulations of theories of change for specific programs and activities, which will support better assessment.

**General Overview**


This book provides a thorough review of attitude measurement, including explicit and implicit measurements, attitude change, and the relationships among attitudes, beliefs, and behaviors. It reviews past issues and current directions of theory and research on attitudes and provides brief descriptions regarding multiple theories of relevance to attitudes and persuasion.


This is a more traditional social psychology textbook that focuses on theories and concepts of relevance to persuasion. It goes into depth regarding many of the major theories of persuasion and addresses factors that can play a role in an effort’s persuasive impact. It is perhaps most useful as a source for theories of change that can be considered when designing inform, influence, and persuade efforts and their assessments.
Inputs and Outputs in Communication Efforts


This chapter describes a series of communication factors that may be considered in efforts to influence an audience. It also proposes a rough sequence of factors that may be influenced by communication factors. This matrix suggests variables to either manipulate or measure when designing and implementing a persuasive effort.

Elaboration Likelihood Model and the Heuristic-Systematic Model


Eagly and Chaiken present the “heuristic-systematic model” of information processing. The model states that individuals can process messages in one of two ways: heuristically or systematically. The implication of both the elaboration likelihood model and the heuristic-systematic model is that campaign strategists may design varied campaign stimuli that operate via peripheral and central routes to influence attitude change.

Social Learning Theory


According to Bandura’s social cognitive learning theory, viewers exposed to messages depicting rewards for actions exhibited by credible role models are more likely to perform similar behaviors.

Processes of Opinion Change


This article describes a classic theory in social psychology regarding the processes that lead to opinion change. They include compliance, identification, and internalization. Each process involves unique methods for persuasion, suggesting that the desired goal of persuasion should guide the methods used.
**Theory of Planned Behavior**


Ajzen and Fishbein’s theory of reasoned action combines attitudes and norms with belief expectancies and values to predict behavioral intentions. Communication campaigns can influence beliefs about the likelihood of experiencing positive and negative outcomes and other components of the theory.


This volume extends the conceptual parameters of the theory of reasoned action into a theory of planned behavior, providing insight into the pathways of influence from campaign messages to behavioral outcomes.

**Cognitive Dissonance**


This chapter provides an overview of the theory of cognitive dissonance, one of the major theories of attitude change in social psychology. It begins with a description of the theory and then moves to a description of experiments conducted to test the theory. It then describes recent advances and the role of individual and cultural differences in cognitive dissonance and related theories. Overall, this suggests a way to modify audience attitudes by first changing behaviors.

**Knowledge, Attitudes, and Practices**


This article provides an overview of the different processes that may contribute to attitude and behavior change. It notes that attitudes do not always precede behaviors and suggests that planners should consider what they would like to manipulate and how it will influence a particular audience.
Principles of Social Influence


In this fairly accessible examination of the psychology of compliance, the author describes factors that compel an individual or a group to agree with the requests of others.

Diffusion of Innovation Theory


Diffusion theory describes how new ideas and practices spread through interpersonal networks and the influential role played by opinion leaders. Opinion leaders tend to have greater exposure to media messages about a domain, such as health, and are more likely to exercise informal influence over the attitudes and behaviors of friends and family members. A second effects strategy is to initiate an indirect or multistep flow by disseminating messages to potential interpersonal influencers who are in a position to personally influence individuals of interest.

Other Recent Theories of Behavior Change


The integrative theory of behavior change applies a combination of the health belief model, social cognitive theory, and theory of reasoned action in the context of public communication campaigns.


This paper presents the Fogg Behavioral Model, in which behavior is a product of three factors or necessary conditions (motivation, ability, and triggers), each of which has subcomponents. For a person to perform a target behavior, the three factors must occur at the same moment.

The transtheoretical model identifies subgroups based on their current stage in the process of behavior change. The stages include precontemplation, contemplation, preparation, action, and maintenance.


The “stages-of-change” framework integrates the application of media effects, persuasion, and behavior change theories. Over time, campaigns target specific audience segments at different stages of progression, which is now more feasible with new technologies, such as interactive websites.

**Approaches to Organizing and Understanding Efforts**


MINDSPACE is a mnemonic developed to address contextual influences of behaviors. It summarizes the different elements that can contribute to changes in automatic processes. It also provides an overview of subtle methods that may be used in persuasion efforts.


The behavior change wheel provides assistance in connecting the characteristics of efforts with the behaviors that the efforts seek to change. The wheel can assist planners in identifying a broad approach to consider as part of their persuasive efforts.

**Theories of Influence, Applied**

While many of the items in the previous section veer toward the dry, abstract, and academic, the items in this section are much more practically focused. All, however, remain at most minimally about assessment and more about planning and executing influence.

Written by British psychological operations personnel, this book argues both for the importance of noncombatants in contemporary and future conflict environments and for prioritizing behavioral outcomes over attitudinal outcomes when seeking to inform, influence, and persuade.


This book features a highly accessible discussion of factors that make ideas and messages “sticky” and durable.


This is a more strategic or operational-level look at influence, offering an introductory-level discussion of the various theories of behavior change and how they relate to an actual influence campaign.


Intended for a business context (though the author argues that the framework generalizes to defense), this volume maps out a series of possible interactions between competitors and helps identify possible responses, called “plays.” It is an interesting way of thinking, if nothing else.

**Challenges to and Criticisms of Assessment Processes**

Turning now back to assessment, the following resources point out challenges facing existing assessment practices. All provide useful cautions to keep in mind when developing assessments—cautions that should also be kept in mind when designing assessments of efforts to inform, influence, and persuade.

According to Schroden, the problems with operations assessments run much deeper than poor metrics. There is a “failure cycle” at work. Key challenges that need to be addressed include the following:

- identifying an advocate for assessments
- fixing planning and assessment doctrine so that it provides actual guidance on how to assess and not just a vocabulary or definitions (e.g., the difference between measures of performance and measures of effectiveness is interesting but not helpful, operationally)
- creating a military occupational specialty and formal course of instruction for operations assessment
- shifting thinking away from strictly quantitative and picture-based assessment products toward balanced, comprehensive, analytic narratives.


Downes-Martin rails against junk arithmetic, flawed logic, overoptimism, the collection of irrelevant data, and many other problems plaguing contemporary operations assessments. He offers several useful pieces of advice in response.


Watson and Noble identify the following barriers to evaluation:

- previous working experience of practitioners
- lack of knowledge of research techniques
- the manager-technician dichotomy
- the practitioners’ participation in decisionmaking
- lack of money or other budgetary issues.


This monograph lays out historical and contemporary challenges faced by efforts to quantitatively assess complex operations. The author is highly critical of inappropriate quantification and inappropriate aggregation and proposes a solution based on narrative assessments.
The U.S. Department of Defense has struggled to assess the progress and effectiveness of its efforts to inform, influence, and persuade audiences in support of key national security objectives. One reason is that it lacks personnel with sufficient expertise in assessment and evaluation. Although the department is making an effort to infuse sound assessment principles in doctrine and to expand assessment-related course offerings in the military-academic sector, these efforts will take time to bear fruit. These temporary shortfalls extend to the evaluation and assessment of DoD efforts to inform, influence, and persuade. To help fill the gap, RAND produced a reading list for self-study in best assessment practices across a range of sectors. The reading list has two purposes: to provide resources for new assessment personnel to cement and broaden their assessment and evaluation expertise and to serve as a general list of assessment resources that can be made available to assessment stakeholders to improve their assessment expertise. It supplements two companion volumes, Assessing and Evaluating Department of Defense Efforts to Inform, Influence, and Persuade: Desk Reference and Assessing and Evaluating Department of Defense Efforts to Inform, Influence, and Persuade: Handbook for Practitioners.